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Documenting the development of the functional anatomy underlying
error processing is critically important for understanding age-
related improvements in cognitive performance. Here we used
functional magnetic resonance imaging to examine time courses of
brain activity in 77 individuals aged 8--27 years during correct and
incorrect performance of an oculomotor task requiring inhibitory
control. Canonical eye-movement regions showed increased
activity for correct versus error trials but no differences between
children, adolescents and young adults, suggesting that core task
processes are in place early in development. Anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) was a central focus. In rostral ACC all age groups
showed significant deactivation during correct but not error trials,
consistent with the proposal that such deactivation reflects
suspension of a ‘‘default mode’’ necessary for effective controlled
performance. In contrast, dorsal ACC showed increased and
extended modulation for error versus correct trials in adults,
which, in children and adolescents, was significantly attenuated.
Further, younger age groups showed reduced activity in posterior
attentional regions, relying instead on increased recruitment of
regions within prefrontal cortex. This work suggests that functional
changes in dorsal ACC associated with error regulation and error-
feedback utilization, coupled with changes in the recruitment of
‘‘long-range’’ attentional networks, underlie age-related improve-
ments in performance.
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Introduction

Elementary cognitive functions are in place in childhood

(Diamond and Goldman-Rakic 1989). However, improvements

in cognitive control extend into adolescence and young

adulthood (Levin et al. 1991). Although much work has been

done to identify brain changes underlying improved task

performance as a whole (e.g., Fischer et al. 1997; Klein and

Foerster 2001; Luna et al. 2004), little attention has been given

to understanding developmental changes in the processing of

errors. Nevertheless, the emergence of adult-level cognition is

known to rely on the development of error-regulatory functions,

particularly in the context of being able to voluntarily suppress

responses to task-irrelevant stimuli (Williams et al. 1999; Luna

et al. 2004). The antisaccade (AS) task (Hallett 1978) is an

oculomotor test of such inhibitory control and serves as the task-

context in which error processing is examined in the present

study.

Correct AS performance requires inhibition of a prepotent

saccade toward a briefly presented peripheral stimulus and

a voluntary saccade toward the empty mirror location.

Behaviorally, AS performance has been shown to improve from

childhood, through adolescence, and into young adulthood

(Fischer et al. 1997; Munoz et al. 1998; Klein and Foerster 2001;

Kramer et al. 2005; Asato et al. 2006). Independent of age,

errors typically take the form of a rapid saccade toward the

peripheral stimulus, followed by a corrective saccade toward

the intended target location, indicating that the task instruction

was understood, but that insufficient voluntary control was

exerted to suppress the initial automatic saccade. Thus,

a considerable advantage of the AS task is that it permits

accurate identification of error trials attributable to inhibitory

failures rather than to any variety of distraction or inattention.

Prior imaging work in adult humans, consistent with

extensive neurophysiological work in monkeys (e.g., Robinson

and Goldberg 1978; Bruce and Goldberg 1985), has demon-

strated that AS task performance produces robust activation

in a network of regions including medial frontal cortex,

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), supplementary motor

area (SMA), frontal eye fields (FEF), (lateral) posterior parietal

cortex (PPC), striatum, and cerebellum (Luna and Sweeney

1999; Matsuda et al. 2004; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al. 2004; Brown

et al. 2006). Error trials have also been shown to generate

robust performance-related indices including error negativities

(Nieuwenhuis et al. 2001) and increased blood oxygen level--

dependent (BOLD) activity in regions of anterior cingulate

cortex (ACC; Ford et al. 2005; Polli et al. 2005).

To date, developmental functional magnetic resonance

imaging (fMRI) work using the AS task and others taxing

inhibitory control has largely focused on blocked performance

in which correct and error trials both contribute to signal

change estimates (e.g., Luna et al. 2001; Tamm et al. 2002;

Marsh et al. 2006), and/or has selectively examined BOLD

signal changes associated with correctly performed trials

compared with a related ‘‘task’’ baseline thought to control

for lower level task components and assumed to be constant

across development (e.g., Bunge et al. 2002; Durston et al.

2002). Consequently, extant findings related to the develop-

ment of inhibitory control are variable and highly task

dependent, and the development of error-related processing

remains largely unexplored (but see Rubia et al. 2007).

In the present study we examine the development of

inhibitory control and error processing in a large sample (n =
77) of 8--27 year olds using analytic techniques that permit

description of the temporal course of activity change without

making assumptions about the timing or shape of the

hemodynamic response. Time courses of brain activity associ-

ated with correctly performed and incorrectly performed, but

corrected, AS trials (i.e., error trials) were estimated relative to

a ‘‘nontask’’ (constant term) baseline allowing visualization of
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developmental changes in comparison task responses. Rather

than controlling for age-related differences in task difficulty and

performance by using individual performance titration (neces-

sitating use of different task parameters across age groups), or

by comparing high performing younger participants with low

performing older participants, we asked instead, what changes

in brain activity associate with the emergence of adult-level

performance on a uniform task?

Our approach is largely hypothesis driven. In addition to

examining activity changes across the whole brain in an

exploratory fashion, we interrogate functionally defined

regions known to be implicated in oculomotor control, task-

general control and error processing. Of the latter we give

considerable emphasis to ACC and proximal regions thought to

play a role in the monitoring and regulation of goal directed

behavior (for reviews see Carter et al. 1999; Bush et al. 2000;

Holroyd and Coles 2002; Botvinick et al. 2004).

Two broad hypotheses have dominated thought about ACC

function. The first proposes that ACC detects errors as

discrepancies between actual and intended or desired events

(Shima and Tanji 1998; Gehring and Willoughby 2002; Holroyd

and Coles 2002). The second suggests that dorsal ACC (dACC),

in particular, detects and monitors conflict between mutually

incompatible response processes such as between incorrect

and correct responses (Carter et al. 1998; Botvinick et al. 2001).

Both conceptualizations regard ACC function as permitting

subsequent adaptive adjustment and, hence, performance

optimization, often putatively mediated through dlPFC (Mac-

Donald et al. 2000; Gehring and Fencsik 2001; Kerns et al.

2004). Indeed, the magnitude of error-related activity in ACC

has been shown to predict both changes in performance

(measured by response times) and the magnitude of activity in

dlPFC on trials that immediately follow error commission

(Kerns et al. 2004; Kerns 2006). However, descriptions of such

associations have, to date, been largely limited to adults.

Evidence from work with humans and animals supports

anatomical andphysiologicalmaturationof theACC(Cunningham

et al. 2002), possible increased activation of ACC (Adleman et al.

2002; Ladouceur et al. 2004), and increased dopaminergic

connections and metabolism in ACC into early adulthood (Benes

et al. 1996; Lambe et al. 2000). A primary goal of the present study

was to delineate developmental changes in ACC activity associ-

ated with performance accuracy. Based on behavioral and

electrophysiological findings we hypothesized that children and

adolescents would show less differentiation between correct

and error trials in ACC, particularly in dACC, versus adults. We

expected that these differences would be observed against a

backdrop of relatively age-invariant patterns of activity in canonical

eye-movement regions thought to be fundamental to task

performance, but that dlPFCwould showage-relatedeffects related

to its close interconnection with dACC (see Taylor et al. 2007 for

a review), its role in effortful controlled processing (MacDonald

et al. 2000; Badre andWagner 2004; Cole and Schneider 2007), and

based on past developmental studies of cognitive control (e.g.,

Rubia et al. 2000; Luna et al. 2001; Bunge et al. 2002).

Specifically, we made 2 predictions about activity in dlPFC.

First, we expected that activity in dlPFC would be increased for

correct versus error trials based on prior results suggesting that

neural computations in dlPFC contribute to the biasing or

selection of task-appropriate response pathways, particularly

when competing response pathways are more automatically

available (Milham et al. 2003; Badre and Wagner 2004). Here,

our assumption was that errors in part reflect failure to exert

sufficient top-down control of this kind. Second, we hypoth-

esized that activity in dlPFC would decrease with age,

reflecting age-related improvements in the efficiency of

instantiating appropriate response parameters which, we will

suggest, may be supported by effective error-related feedback

signaling originating in dACC.

Experimental Procedures

Participants

Ninety-eight individuals ranging in age from 8 to 27 years

participated in accordance with University of Pittsburgh

Institutional Review Board guidelines (28 adults aged 18--27

years; 35 adolescents aged 13--17 years; 35 children aged 8--12

years). No standards exist for defining child and adolescent age

ranges, thus these groups were defined based on our past

behavioral studies indicating differential cognitive performance

(Luna et al. 2004). Participants were native English speakers

reporting no history of neurological problems. Three were left-

handed. Vision was normal or corrected to normal using

magnet compatible glasses or contact lenses. Sixteen partic-

ipants either failed to complete the study or produced data

with sufficient artifacts to preclude further analysis. Four

participants were excluded due to equipment-related failure.

One adult participant performed at ceiling and was excluded.

Thus, we report data from 77 participants (26 adults,

25 adolescents, 26 children). Participants were trained on the

AS and prosaccade (PS) tasks in the behavioral laboratory

within 3 months of scanning, at which time they also

completed assessments of handedness (Annett 1967; Oldfield

1971) and IQ (Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence

[WASI]; The Psychological Corporation 1999). No significant

differences in full-scale IQ were observed across age groups

(see Table 1). Immediately prior to scanning, naı̈ve participants

spent approximately 15 min in a mock scanner to acclimate

them to the MR environment (Rosenberg et al. 1997).

fMRI Data Acquisition

Data were acquired using a Siemens 3-Tesla MAGNETOM Allegra

(Erlangen, Germany) system with a standard circularity-polarized

head coil. Pillows and tape minimized head movement. Earplugs

dampened scanner noise. The experimenter communicated

with participants via a built-in intercom system. A PC (Dell

Dimension 8200, Pentium 4, 2 GHz, Windows XP) running

E-Prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA)

controlled stimulus display. An LCD projector projected stimuli

Table 1
Participant characteristics

Adults Adolescents Children

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Age 20.81 2.79 15.32 1.63 10.50 1.39
Handedness:

Annett Handedness Index 8.64a 6.48 9.83b 1.93 9.11 4.79
Edinburgh Handedness Survey 17.14a 12.06 17.67b 4.38 17.08 8.30

General intelligence:
WASI FSIQ 112.77c 9.19 108.29b 7.89 107.46 11.12

Note: FSIQ; full-scale IQ.
aData from 4 participants were unavailable.
bData from 1 participant were unavailable.
cData from 5 participants were unavailable.
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onto a screen at the head of the scanner bore, viewable via

a mirror attached to the head coil.

Structural images were acquired first using a sagittal

magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo (MP-RAGE) T1-

weighted sequence (repetition time [TR] = 1570 ms, echo time

[TE] = 3.04 ms, flip angle a = 8�, inversion time = 800 ms, voxel

size = 0.78125 3 0.78125 3 1 mm). Functional images were

then acquired using an echo-planar sequence sensitive to

BOLD contrast (T2*) (TR = 1.5 s, TE = 25 ms, flip angle = 70�,
voxel size = 3.125 3 3.125 mm in-plane resolution; Kwong et al.

1992; Ogawa et al. 1992). Participants performed 4 functional

runs (each, 6 min 15 s in duration), followed by up to 3 runs

of an unrelated experiment. During each run, 29 contiguous

4-mm-thick axial images were acquired parallel to the anterior

commisure--posterior commisure plane. The first 6 images in

each run were discarded to allow stabilization of longitudinal

magnetization.

Behavioral Paradigm

During each run, participants alternated between blocked

periods of oculomotor task performance and blocked periods

of fixation (Chawla et al. 1999; Donaldson et al. 2001; Velanova

et al. 2003), performing the PS task during 1 task block, and the

AS task during a second (see Fig. 1A). The order of task blocks

was counterbalanced across runs (within participant) and

across participants. Participants were explicitly told the order

of tasks before each run commenced.

Each task block lasted 118.5 s and was preceded by a 3 s cue

informing participants about the nature of the upcoming trials

(either ‘‘Start LOOK-AWAY game’’ for AS blocks, or ‘‘Start

LOOK-TOWARD game’’ for PS blocks). Twelve AS trials or

twelve PS trials were presented in each task block, such that,

across the 4 runs comprising the experiment, participants

performed 48 AS and 48 PS trials. Intervals between trials were

planned so that the time between trials (during which a white

fixation cross-hair was presented) varied from 3 to 9 s (2--6

frames) and was more often shorter than longer (Dale and

Buckner 1997; Dale 1999). This temporal jitter allowed

separation of overlapping trial-related signal components and

differed from trial to trial for each participant. Trial pre-

sentation was time-locked to the onset of successive whole-

brain image acquisitions. Each task block ended with a 3 s ‘‘task

end’’ cue, alerting participants that a long period of fixation

would follow.

Schematic depictions of task trials (AS and PS) are presented

in Figure 1B. The focus of this report, however, is limited to AS

trials because PS error rates were so low as to warrant their

exclusion from analysis. (Limited behavioral data associated

with PS trials are, however, presented for comparison.) Each

trial began with a 3-s colored fixation cross-hair (subtending ~
0.7� of visual angle) instructing participants to make a PS

(green) or an AS (red). This was followed immediately by a 1.5-s

peripheral saccade stimulus. No ‘‘gap’’ was interposed between

the instruction cue and saccade stimulus to increase the

probability of accurate performance in younger participants

(Fischer and Weber 1997). Each target stimulus was a yellow

spot, subtending ~0.5�, presented on the horizontal meridian at

1 of 6 eccentricities (at ±3�, 6�, or 9�). Target location order

was randomized within each task block. For PS trials,

participants’ task was to look toward the saccade stimulus.

For AS trials, participants were instructed to inhibit saccades

toward the saccade stimulus and to look toward the empty

location directly opposite.

Eye Tracking

Eye movement measurements were obtained during scanning

using a long-range optics eye-tracking system (Model R-LRO6,

Applied Science Laboratories, Bedford, MA). Nine-point cali-

brations were performed at the beginning of the session and

between runs as necessary. Eye-movement data were analyzed

and scored offline using ILAB (Gitelman 2002) in conjunction

with an in-house scoring suite. Eye movements following the

presentation of target saccade stimuli were scored for

performance accuracy (as correct, incorrect but corrected,

incorrect and uncorrected, and scoring omissions for each trial

type) and latency.

fMRI Data Preprocessing

Data were preprocessed to remove noise and artifacts. Motion

was corrected within and across runs using a rigid-body

rotation and translation algorithm (Snyder 1996). Image slices

were realigned in time to the midpoint of the first slice using

sinc interpolation. Data were normalized to a whole run modal

magnitude of 1000 (Ojemann et al. 1997) and were resampled

into a standardized atlas space using 2-mm isotropic voxels (see

Maccotta et al. 2001, for details of the warping method). Atlas

registration involved aligning each subject’s T1-weighted image

to a custom atlas-transformed target T1-weighted template

using a series of affine transforms (Michelon et al. 2003).

Movement Analysis

Measures of head movement were obtained from the output of

the rigid-body rotation and translation algorithm. Translations

and rotations in the x, y, and z dimensions were averaged

across frames and total root mean square (RMS) linear and

angular precision measures were calculated for each run. Runs

in which a participant’s total RMS movement exceeded 1 mm

or degree were excluded from further analysis. Four runs of

data were included for 25 of the 26 adult participants, 24 of the

25 adolescents, and for 17 of the 26 child participants. The

remainder contributed 3 runs. Values for included runs were

averaged for each participant, and analysis of variance (ANOVA)

were performed testing for differences between age groups.

fMRI Data Analyses

Preprocessed data were analyzed using the general linear

model (Friston et al. 1995; Worsley and Friston 1995; ZarahnFigure 1. Schematic depictions of run (A) and task trial (B) structures.
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et al. 1997). Analyses were performed to estimate signal

changes associated with correctly performed and incorrectly

performed but corrected AS trials using fIDL software (Miezin

et al. 2000; Ollinger, Corbetta, et al. 2001; Ollinger, Shulman,

et al. 2001). Effects for all analyses are described in terms of

percent signal change, defined as signal magnitude divided by

the mean of the estimated constant term (1 per run).

Specifically, for each participant, the BOLD response to each

trial type (i.e., correct responses, incorrect but corrected

responses, and incorrect and uncorrected responses + scoring

omissions for both AS and PS trials) was estimated by coding

a different regressor (delta function) for each of the 15 time

points (i.e., image acquisitions) immediately following each

stimulus onset. Regressors were also coded to account for cues

at the beginning and end of each task block, the linear trend

and runwise constant terms (Donaldson et al. 2001; Visscher

et al. 2003; Velanova et al. 2006). This procedure produced 1

time course estimate (over 15 time points) per voxel, per trial

condition. No hemodynamic response shape was assumed.

Time course values associated with AS trials were then entered

into voxel-by-voxel ANOVA based on a mixed-effects model

with subjects as a random factor. Significant activation at the

voxel level was defined as a significant main effect of time

(indicating significant modulation of signal) or a significant

interaction between any factor and time (indicating differential

modulation of signal across levels of the factor interacting with

time; Schlaggar et al. 2002). Levels of time corresponded to

frames of the measured time course. Correctly performed and

incorrectly performed but corrected AS trials (i.e., correct trials

and error trials) corresponded to levels of the response type

factor. Age group served as a between subjects factor. z-maps,

based on F-statistics, were then visualized. These exploratory

statistical images were smoothed with a Gaussian filter of 8-mm

full width at half maximum, and corrections for multiple

comparisons and sphericity were applied. The criterion for the

former was based on a previous simulation study using a Monte

Carlo method which stipulated a cutoff of z = 3 at a 110-voxel

extent to maintain a significance probability of P < 0.05

(Forman et al. 1995; McAvoy et al. 2001). No voxels in the age

group by time interaction map survived corrections required to

maintain an acceptable false positive rate. Thus, an additional

analysis identifying age-group differences based on endpoints

(i.e., voxels showing a significant time by ‘‘age-group’’ effect,

where levels of the age-group factor were restricted to adults

and children) was conducted (see Fair et al. 2006 for use of

a similar approach).

Analyses in Regions of Interest

Functional regions of interest (ROIs) were identified by taking

uncorrected (F)z-statistical images for the main effect of time,

for the interaction of response type and time, and for the

interaction of ‘‘age group’’ and time (based on endpoints),

preblurring using a 4-mm hard-sphere kernel, and applying an

automated (local extremum) search algorithm that located

peaks exceeding a significance threshold of P < 0.0027 (i.e., z =
3). Peaks separated by less than 10 mm were consolidated by

averaging coordinates. Regions were defined by including all

voxels in the uncorrected images within a 10 mm radius of an

identified peak, then excluding voxels that failed to pass

multiple comparisons and sphericity corrections (i.e., that did

not appear in the corrected exploratory image derived as

described above). This process defined ROIs that changed

activity based on the effects represented in the base statistical

images (Burgund et al. 2006).

Regions associated with oculomotor control (SMA/preSMA,

FEF, PPC, and putamen), task-general control (dlPFC), and error

processing (medial frontal gyrus/rostral ACC [medFG/rACC]

and dACC)were specified a priori as foci of interest (see Table 2).

All a priori specified regions were derived from the main effect

of time, except regions associated with error processing, which,

because they were not represented in the main effect of time

image, were derived based on the response type by time

interaction. Regions derived from the main effect of time were

prioritized because, although indicating modulation of signal,

they are unbiased with respect to all effects of interest. A region

in primary visual cortex (V1; Brodmann area [BA] 17, centered on

10, –80, 5) served as a control. Regionwise analyses based on

mixed-effects models were performed across all voxels within

each region to identify region-specific time courses and levels of

significance for the effect of time, and for interactions of time

with the response type and age-group factors. Sphericity

corrected levels of significance are reported.

Table 2
Regions of interest

Region Approximate locationa Peak coordinates Reference papersb

x y z

SMA/preSMA Medial frontal gyrus; BA 6/8 �1 2 56 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
Bilateral FEF L precentral gyrus; BA 6 �28 �9 56

R precentral gyrus; BA 6 26 �7 57
R PPC R (lateral) PPC; BA 7/39 31 �52 46
Bilateral striatum L putamen �22 2 7

R putamen 21 3 10

medFG/rACC Cingulate cortex; BA 24/32 �3 40 17 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22
dACC Cingulate cortex; BA 32 �2 22 38

R dlPFC R middle and precentral frontal gyrus; BA 9/46/6 47 1 36 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32

aRegions are named based on their approximate BA in the Talairach and Tournoux (1988) atlas.
bSelected reference papers motivating interest in the regions: 1. Brown et al. 2006; 2. Bruce and Goldberg 1985; 3. Curtis and D’Esposito 2003; 4. Ettinger et al. 2007; 5. Ford et al. 2005; 6. Luna and

Sweeney 2004; 7. Luna et al. 2001; 8. Matsuda et al. 2004; 9. Miller et al. 2005; 10. Muri et al. 1996; 11. O’Driscoll et al. 1995; 12. Pierrot-Deseilligny et al. 2004; 13. Botvinick et al. 2004; 14. Brown and

Braver 2005; 15. Carter et al. 1998; 16. Gehring and Fencsik 2001; 17. Holroyd et al. 2004; 18. Ito et al. 2003; 19. Kerns 2006; 20. Pierrot-Deseilligny et al. 2004; 21. Polli et al. 2005; 22. Raichle et al.

2001; 23. Badre and Wagner 2004; 24. Bunge et al. 2002; 25. Cole and Schneider 2007; 26. Durston et al. 2006; 27. Koechlin et al. 2003; 28. MacDonald et al. 2000; 29. Miller and Cohen 2001; 30.

Pierrot-Deseilligny et al. 2005; 31. Rubia et al. 2006; 32. Tamm et al. 2002.
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Additional analyses were then conducted using methods

described above (though nonselectively) to identify regions

derived from the main effect of time image and from images

corresponding to the interactions of response type and time,

and ‘‘age-group’’ (endpoints) and time in which time courses of

activity changed with age. Specifically, we identified regions

where time courses of activity for correct and error trials

showed parallel developmental trajectories (i.e., regions where

interactions of age group and time were observed in the

absence of any higher order interaction with the response type

factor), and regions where time courses of activity for correct

and error trials showed differing developmental trajectories

(i.e., regions where interactions of age group, time, and

response type were observed). These are presented in Table 3.

Table 3
Regions showing significant age-related effects

Region source
map

Effect Approximate
location

Peak atlas coordinates n voxels z at peak P(effect) Directiona Orderb

x y z

Time Age group 3 time
(parallel trajectories)

R Frontal: precentral and middle
frontal gyrusc

47 1 36 469 12.6 0.03 þ C [ T 5 Ad

R Frontal: precentral gyrus 55 �13 34 340 4.9 0.004 þ C [ T [ A
R Middle frontal gyrus 45 16 28 366 5.7 0.03 þ C [ T 5 A
R Superior frontal gyrus 16 23 57 438 11.2 0.02 � C [ T 5 A
L Inferior frontal gyrus �48 15 22 431 7.7 0.05 � T [ A 5 C
L Parietal: postcentral gyrus �60 �15 33 187 4.1 0.04 �/þ A 5 T [ C
R Superior temporal gyrus 40 7 �14 219 4.8 0.01 � C [ T [ A
R Inferior occipital gyrus 28 �97 �7 355 17.5 0.05 � A [ T [ C

Age group 3 time 3 response
type (differential trajectories)

L Frontal: paracentral lobule �6 �27 57 444 11.7 0.04 � ASþe: T 5 C [ A
AS�: A 5 T [ C

R Parietal: postcentral gyrus 41 �29 25 505 15.1 0.04 � ASþ: T [ A 5 C
AS�: T [ A 5 C

L Parietal: postcentral gyrus �31 �29 63 469 12.1 0.03 � ASþ: T 5 C [ A
AS�: T 5 C [ A

L Parietal: postcentral gyrus �17 �34 65 486 10.6 0.02 � ASþ: T [ A 5 C
AS�: T [ A 5 C

R Parahippocampal gyrus 36 �31 �10 372 7.7 0.05 � ASþ: A 5 T 5 C
AS�: A [ T 5 C

R Cerebellum: posterior lobe 45 �77 �31 199 3.7 0.02 þ ASþ: C 5 T 5 A
AS�: C 5 T [ A

Response type 3 time Age group 3 time
(parallel trajectories)

L Frontal: precentral gyrus �57 �9 36 212 3.8 0.002 þ C [ T [ A

R Parietal: postcentral gyrus 25 �49 66 272 6.0 0.03 � T [ A 5 C
R Parietal: postcentral gyrus 36 �42 61 300 5.4 0.004 þ A [ T [ C
R Inferior parietal lobule 38 �43 46 281 4.6 0.02 þ A [ T [ C
L Parietal: precuneus �6 �78 45 204 3.8 0.02 þ A [ T [ C
L Occipital: lingual gyrus �9 �62 0 451 7 0.02 þ A 5 T [ C
R Occipital: cuneus 12 �62 8 425 5.0 0.01 þ A 5 T [ C
L Anterior insula �32 15 �5 324 4.3 0.003 þ A 5 T [ C

Age group 3 time 3 response
type (differential trajectories)

L Cingulate gyrusc �2 22 38 430 6.3 0.05 þ ASþ: C [ A 5 T

AS�: C [ A [ T
R Superior frontal gyrus 3 16 61 368 5.2 0.04 þ ASþ: A 5 T 5 C

AS�: A [ T 5 C
L Posterior insula �49 �39 20 355 5.6 0.04 � ASþ: C 5 T 5 A

AS�: C [ T 5 A

‘‘Age group’’
by time
(adults vs. children)

Age group 3 time
(parallel trajectories)

L Medial frontal gyrus �3 36 40 242 5.8 0.00001 � A [ T 5 C

L Superior frontal gyrus �3 27 54 189 5.1 0.00001 � A [ T 5 C
R Superior frontal gyrus 23 39 43 118 3.9 0.02 � C [ T 5 A
L Middle frontal gyrus �43 11 46 221 5.0 0.00001 � A [ T 5 C
L Superior temporal gyrus �44 �4 �8 213 5.0 0.00001 � C [ T [ A
L Superior temporal gyrus �35 5 �22 212 4.7 0.00001 � C [ T 5 A
R Inferior parietal lobule 49 �57 45 168 4.1 0.001 � A [ T [ C
L Inferior parietal lobule �39 �68 43 171 5.1 0.0001 � A [ T 5 C
L Parietal: precuneus �5 �75 43 119 3.9 0.03 þ A [ T [ C
R Cerebellum: anterior lobe 3 �39 �24 115 4.2 0.02 þ C [ T 5 A

Age group 3 time 3 response
type (differential trajectories)

R Middle frontal gyrus 48 22 33 115 4.2 0.03 þ ASþ: C [ T [ A
AS�: C [ T 5 A

aRefers to the direction of effects, that is, whether activity is primarily positive (þ) or negative (�) at the maximal peak. �/þ Indicates time courses that show a negative peak and then a positive peak

(that differ by [0.03% signal change).
bRefers to the order of absolute peak levels of signal change, and not to statistical differences. Peaks are considered equal (5) when they differ by \0.03% signal change.
cRegion included in ROI analyses.
dC; children, T; adolescents, A; adults.
eASþ; correctly performed AS trials, AS�: AS error trials.
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Exploratory Analyses over Time

In order to visualize the evolution of activity over time in each

age group, voxelwise t-tests were conducted assessing the

extent to which activity at time points 6, 7, and 8 differed from

the baseline constant term for correctly performed AS trials,

incorrectly performed but corrected AS trials, and for their

difference. The resulting (t)z-statistical images were smoothed

as above and corrected for multiple comparisons at a cutoff of

z = 3 at a 99-voxel extent to maintain a significance probability

of P < 0.05. Rendering of statistical images onto inflated cortical

surfaces was achieved using CARET visualization software

(http://brainmap.wustl.edu/caret; Van Essen et al. 2001).

Voxelwise Exploratory Analyses of Age-Group--Related
Effects

To ensure that developmental effects were not overlooked,

voxelwise (whole brain) exploratory maps were created

comparing time courses of activity for each response type

(separately) across paired combinations of age groups in

mixed-effects ANOVA. Thus, voxels showing differential time

courses of activity for correct AS trials for adults versus

children, adolescents versus children, and adults versus

adolescents were identified (i.e., voxels showing a significant

interaction of ‘‘age-group pair’’ and time), as were voxels

showing differential (‘‘age-group pair’’ dependent) time courses

for error trials. The resulting (F)z-statistical images were

smoothed and corrected for multiple comparisons (as above).

For each age group, uncorrected (t)z-statistical images

assessing the level of activity observed at time point 6 for each

response type were also examined. Thresholds were lowered

to an arbitrary minimum of z = 0.1 (i.e., P = 0.92). Time point 6

(at 7.5 s following trial onset) was selected for inspection based

on its being the most representative time of peak activity across

the whole brain. These (uncorrected and minimally thresh-

olded) statistical images served to provide visual confirmation

that interpreted results from other analyses were neither

attributable to statistical threshold effects, nor insufficiently

comprehensive.

Results

Movement Results

Consistent with prior reports (Schlaggar et al. 2002; Wenger

et al. 2004), children exhibited significantly more head

movement on average than did adults or adolescents, who

did not differ (main effect of age group, F2,74 = 9.06, P < 0.001;

t49 = 0.25, P > 0.8 for the uncorrected comparison of adults and

adolescents). Nonetheless, average RMS movement for all age

groups was considerably below the a priori selected cutoff of 1

at 0.26 for adults and adolescents, and 0.39 for children.

Behavioral Results

As expected, participants made significantly more AS than PS

errors (0.37 vs. < 0.01, main effect of error type, F1,74 = 276.88,

P < 0.0001). Over 93% of all AS errors were corrected. No

significant difference in correction rates was observed across

age groups (main effect of age group, F2,74 = 1.33, P = 0.27).

Because uncorrected AS errors were excluded from imaging

analyses, ‘‘AS errors’’ henceforth refers to corrected AS errors.

Thus, children made significantly more AS errors than

adolescents (with mean error rates of 48% vs. 32%), who made

more errors than adults (22%; main effect of age group, F2,74 =
13.24, P < 0.0001 and pairwise group comparisons; t49 = 2.86, P

< 0.01 for children vs. adolescents, t49 = 2.10, P < 0.05 for

adolescents vs. adults). A highly significant linear relationship

was observed between AS error rates and age (see Fig. 2A).

Having excluded 1 adult participant who made no AS errors, no

minimum number of AS errors was required to warrant

a participant’s inclusion in imaging analyses. Distributions of

AS correct and AS error trials for each age group are provided

in Supplementary Figure 1. PS performance was at ceiling ( >

0.99 correct for all age groups) and hence, PS error rates did

not differ by age group (interaction of error type by age group,

F2,74 = 16.53, P < 0.0001; for analyses including PS trials only,

main effect of age group, F2,74 = 0.96, P = 0.39).

Latencies for initial saccades on correctly performed AS trials

were significantly longer than for AS errors and PS trials (main

effect of trial type; F2,148 = 299.31, P < 0.0001). Although AS

errors and PS trials did not differ for adults and adolescents,

children showed longer latencies on PS trials than on AS errors

Figure 2. (A) Bivariate plot showing AS error rates as a function of age. (B) Mean
initial saccade latencies for correctly and incorrectly performed AS trials and for
correctly performed PS trials as a function of age group.
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(interaction of age group and trial type, F2,151 = 6.26, P < 0.01 in

comparisons of PS trials and AS errors only). Indeed, children

were significantly slower overall than were older age groups

(main effect of age group; F2,74 = 4.52, P < 0.05; see Fig. 2B).

Nonetheless, mean latencies for all groups were within 1

repetition time (TR/whole brain image acquisition). The trial

type by age-group interaction for latencies failed to reach

significance (P = 0.13).

fMRI Results

Guided by previous work from our laboratory and established

results in the literature, we identified 4 eye-movement-control--

related ROIs in SMA/preSMA, FEF, PPC, and putamen. Regions

within medFG/rACC and dACC were interrogated based on

literatures describing their differing roles in correct and error

trial performance. Right dlPFC was selected as an ROI based on

prior findings of age-related differences during tasks requiring

inhibitory control and its purported role in instantiating

performance adjustments driven by ACC. Selected papers

motivating interest in these regions are listed in Table 2. An

ROI in primary visual cortex (V1) served as a control (Kang

et al. 2003; Wenger et al. 2004).

Control Region in Primary Visual Cortex

We began by examining time courses for correct AS and AS

error trials in V1. Given that the behavioral task produced

different numbers and proportions of correct and error trials

across age groups, this analysis served to establish that, despite

these differences which might impact power, similar time

courses could be obtained across age groups in a region

thought to produce relatively age-invariant signal (Kang et al.

2003; Wenger et al. 2004). As anticipated, no age-related effects

were observed (age group by time interaction, F28,1036 = 0.67,

P = 0.91; age group by time by response type interaction,

F28,1036 = 0.93, P = 0.57). Instead, error trials consistently

produced greater modulation than did correct trials (response

type by time interaction, F14,1036 = 5.51, P < 0.0001, modifying

a main effect of time, F14,1036 = 99.35, P < 0.0001). This result,

depicted in Supplementary Figure 2, is not surprising given that

error trials are associated with greater visual input due to

participants looking at the response stimulus then at the

intended target location (versus only at the target location),

and supports the veracity of our results in other regions. We do,

however, acknowledge the possibility that age-invariance in V1

may simply be due to signal in this region being robust in the

face of a variety of differences in subject performance.

Nonetheless, we note that activity was not so robust as to

preclude finding differences between correct and error trials,

even in adults who produced a relatively small number of

errors. Further, the observed age-invariance (here, beyond age

8) accords with findings from a number of other studies having

less imbalance between conditions of interest (e.g., Kang et al.

2003; Wenger et al. 2004; Brown et al. 2005).

Eye-Movement Control Regions

Results replicated past findings indicating that SMA/preSMA,

FEF, PPC, and striatum, notably putamen, increase activity

during oculomotor tasks, particularly those requiring inhibitory

control (see Table 2), and additionally demonstrated that this

modulation is attenuated for AS errors. Figure 3 shows

voxelwise activity observed in each age group and demon-

strates considerable overlap in regions of significant activity

across development. Time courses of activity in each of the

a priori specified canonical eye-movement regions (defined

using the main effect of time image) are presented in Figure 4.

In each case, a significant interaction of response type and time

was observed (F14,1036 = 2.3, P < 0.01 in SMA/PreSMA, and P <

0.0001 in all other ROIs) with increased activity observed for

correct AS trials versus error trials. No significant age-group--

related effects were observed, suggesting early maturation of

core task execution regions.

No significant age-related differences were observed in

striatum (F28,1036 = 0.86, P > 0.67, right putamen, and F28,1036 =
0.98, P > 0.50, left putamen, for the interaction of age

group and time, and, F28,1036 = 0.65, P > 0.92, right putamen,

and F28,1036 = 0.55, P > 0.97, left putamen, for the interaction of

age group, time, and response type) despite the apparently

increased activity in younger age groups observed in exploratory

maps. To more closely examine this result, maps comparing

activity for correct and error trials (separately) for all pairwise

combinations of groups were examined. In no case were sig-

nificant voxels (representing differences between age groups)

apparent in striatum, in accord with the null findings obtained in

time course analyses.

medFG/rACC and dACC: Regions Implicated in Error

Processing

medFG/rACC and dACC showed distinctly different patterns of

activity (see Fig. 5A,B). In medFG/rACC, a significant response

type by time interaction was observed (F14,1036 = 4.04. P <

0.00001). Whereas medFG/rACC showed significant negative

modulation for correctly performed trials (F14,1036 = 7.22, P <

0.00001 for the main effect of time for correct trials analyzed

independently), error time courses did not differ significantly

from baseline (F14,1036 = 0.90, P = 0.56 (uncorrected) for error

trials). No age-related effects were observed.

In contrast to findings in medFG/rACC, activity in dACC was

positive. A response type by time interaction was again

observed (F14,1036 = 6.08, P < 0.00001), as was an interaction

of age group and time (F28,1036 = 1.80, P < 0.05). Error trials

produced greater modulation than correct trials in all age

groups (response type by time interactions; F14,350 = 1.77, P <

0.05 for children, F14,336 = 2.32, P < 0.01 for adolescents, and,

F14,350 = 5.20, P < 0.00001 for adults), with children showing

greater activation summed over levels of response type than

adolescents (interaction of age group and time for children

compared with adolescents, F14,686 = 2.30, P < 0.01) who

differed from adults only for error trials (resulting in

a significant interaction of age group, time, and response type

for adolescents versus adults, F14,686 = 1.83, P < . 05). The full

3-way interaction of age group, response type, and time was

also marginally significant (P = 0.10; but P < 0.05 uncorrected)

attributable to adults showing greater differentiation between

correct and error trials versus other age groups (response type

by time interaction for adults, F14,150 = 5.20, P < 0.00001; for

adolescents, F14,336 = 2.32, P < 0.01; for children, F14,350 = 1.77,

P < 0.05). Time courses also suggested that the timing of peak

activity and of peak differences between error and correct

trials changed with age.

To explore these observations, the dependence of the time

of peak activity for error trials and of the time of peak

differences between error and correct trials on age was

examined using chi-square. Although the time of peak activity
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for error trials (whether at time points 5 or 6 at 6--7.5 s

following trial onset, or at time points 7 or 8, at 9--10.5 s

following trial onset) failed to show significant dependence on

age group (with 15 of 26 adults, 13 of 25 teens and 9 of

26 children showing greater activity at later versus earlier

time points), such dependence was observed for the time

of peak difference between error and correct trials

(v22;N =77 = 12:4;P < 0:01), with adults more likely to show a later

time of peak difference (20 of 26) than adolescents (10 of 25)

or children (8 of 26). We note that this effect can not be

attributed to differences in behavioral response latencies across

age groups, as children showed the longest response times.

This result is also in accord with Polli et al.’s (2005) finding of

late occurring differential activity in dACC in adults. Our data

further demonstrate that this late differential recruitment of

dACC is age-dependent.

In order to visualize this effect, and to confirm our

replication and extension of Polli et al.’s (2005) findings, we

follow their example and display the temporal evolution of

voxelwise activity in medial cortex for adults, adolescents and

children (see Fig. 6). Although late differential activation in

dACC can be clearly observed in adults, the number of

contiguous voxels in medFG/rACC showing (negative) differ-

ences between error and correct trials at each of the selected

time points and in each (separate) age group was insufficient to

pass stringent corrections for multiple comparisons and hence

the clusters that drive our regionwise results in medFG/rACC

are not displayed.

Effects in Prefrontal Cortex

A prefrontal region encompassing the dorsal extent of middle

frontal gyrus near BA 9/46 and adjacent portions of BA 6 along

the precentral gyrus is implicated in controlled processing and

in instantiating trial-to-trial performance adjustments (see

Table 2). One such region that encompassed several previously

described regions of right middle dlPFC (e.g., van Veen et al.

Figure 3. Voxels showing significant statistical activity change for correctly and incorrectly performed AS trials (i.e., correct and error trials) in adults, adolescents and children.
All statistical images were corrected for multiple comparisons and sphericity (see Methods) and were then additionally thresholded at z 5 5, P\ 0.000001. (A) Horizontal
sections at z 5 54 show differing activity for correct and error trials, though similar distributions and levels of activity across age groups in SMA/preSMA, FEF, and PPC. (B)
Horizontal sections at z 5 12 show increased activity in putamen for correct trials relative to error trials in all age groups. Note that because maps are based on ANOVA, the
direction of effects is not represented.
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Figure 4. Canonical eye-movement regions consistently showed increased activity for correct versus error trials in the absence of age-group effects. (A) A horizontal section
shows the SMA/preSMA region from which time courses for adults, adolescents, and children were obtained for correct and error trials (depicted immediately to the right). (B--D)
Regions in FEF, PPC, and putamen. Time courses are arranged similarly to those for (A). For (B), (C), and (D), depicted time courses are derived from circled regions, but do not
differ in their (uncircled) contralateral homologues. Standard error bars are included at peaks for time courses in putamen (D) to emphasize the similarity of effects across age
groups.
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2001; Bunge et al. 2002; Badre and Wagner 2004) was identified

based on the main effect of time. Time courses of activity in

this region are depicted in Figure 5C, revealing a significant

interaction of time and age group (F28,1036 = 1.97, P < 0.03)

attributable to children showing increased activity relative to

adults and adolescents, who did not differ (age group by time

interaction, F14,700 = 1.78, P = 0.05 for the direct comparison of

adults versus children, and F14,686 = 3.51, P < 0.001 for

adolescents versus children, but no such interaction for adults

versus teens, F = 0.59, P = 0.87). The interaction of response

type and time was also significant (F14,1036 = 3.90, P < 0.00001),

with correct trials showing greater modulation than error trials.

The full 3-way interaction of age group, response type, and

time failed to reach significance (P > 0.21).

Exploratory Developmental Findings

To describe developmental changes at the systems level, we

present summary findings from all regions (defined based on

the main effect of time or an interaction between any factor

and time, including regions defined based on the interaction of

Figure 5. Activity in ACC and dlPFC. (A and B) medFG/rACC and dACC showed dissociable patterns of activity. (A) A transverse section shows the medFG/rACC regions from
which time courses for each age group were derived. Whereas time courses for error trials did not differ significantly from baseline, correct trials were associated with significant
deactivations in all age groups. (B) A transverse section showing the dACC region. dACC showed significantly greater modulation during error versus correct trials, with adults
showing greater differential activity than adolescents or children. Time points 6 (at 7.5 s following trial onset) and 7 (at 9 s following trial onset) are marked with vertical lines to
distinguish early from late time points. For each age group, black asterisks mark the time point showing mean maximal peak activity for error trials. Gray asterisks mark the time
point showing mean maximal differences in activity between error and correct trials. (C) Children showed increased activity in right dlPFC relative to adolescents and adults.
Across age groups, correctly performed AS trials were associated with increased activity relative to AS errors. Panel layout parallels (A) and (B).
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‘‘age-group’’ [endpoints] and time) that showed both a signifi-

cant main effect of time (indicating modulation) and an age-

group--related effect (i.e., either a significant age group by time

interaction or an interaction of age group, response type, and

time). These are presented in Table 3. Although findings from

regions derived from analyses comparing adults and children

(endpoint age groups) are presented, findings from effects

observed in regions defined based on the main effect of time

and the interaction of response type and time are emphasized

because these regions were 1) defined based on data from all

participants, 2) typically of a size and location commensurate

with anatomical areas, and 3) unbiased with respect to age-

group effects.

Three exploratory findings are of note. First, no age-related

effects were observed in canonical eye-movement regions (and

hence these are not represented in Table 3). Second, prefrontal

regions tended to show parallel effects for correct and error

trials, such that the absolute magnitude of activation across

levels of response type decreased with age, particularly in

middle and superior frontal gyri where decreases stabilized in

adolescence, and along precentral, gyrus where they continued

to adulthood. Exceptions, however, were; 1) adjacent regions

along the dorsal extent of medial frontal gyrus (extending into

superior frontal gyrus) that showed increased negative

activation in adults; and 2) a region in inferior frontal gyrus

which showed maximal (negative) activity in adolescents that

was then attenuated with age. (Beyond the bounds of

prefrontal cortex, we also noted a similarly modulating swath

of active regions extending from paracentral lobule along

postcentral gyrus, bilaterally.) Third, with increasing age, an

anterior to posterior shift was observed such that adults and

adolescents showed increased recruitment of more posterior

parietal and occipital regions relative to children. These

observations are supported by whole-brain exploratory results

depicted in Figure 7D--F. Figure 7 also indicates that there was

considerable similarity in the location of activated foci across

age groups, which we suggest is commensurate with the AS

task permitting limited use of verbal strategies that might differ

with age.

Discussion

Performance of cognitive tasks requiring inhibitory control has

frequently been shown to improve from childhood through

young adulthood (Levin et al. 1991; Williams et al. 1999; Davies

et al. 2004a, 2004b; Luna et al. 2004). The aim of the present

study was to examine the functional anatomic correlates of

such improvement in the context of an oculomotor task

requiring inhibitory control. Critically, time courses of activity

for correctly performed and incorrectly performed (but

corrected) trials were assessed. Examination of error trials

afforded an opportunity to identify regions implicated in

inhibitory failure, and to specify developmental changes in

activity that may signal the need for response adjustment on

subsequent trial performance. In contrast to the bulk of

developmental neuroimaging studies, we used an approach

that required no assumptions be made about the timing or

shape of the hemodynamic response and that permitted

estimation of responses to task trials relative to a ‘‘nontask’’

(constant term) baseline. Relative to a ‘‘task’’ baseline, a constant

term baseline is arguably less subject to inherent developmen-

tal change yet still permits task comparison. Both voxelwise

and regionwise activity for correctly and incorrectly performed

trials was compared across age groups, regardless of the

direction of effects. Three primary results emerged from our

data set: First, regions known to support the voluntary control

of eye movements (e.g. trajectory programming, saccade sup-

pression) showed greater activity during correctly performed

AS trials than on error trials, but little developmental change.

Second, dACC showed greater activity for error trials than for

correct trials with the magnitude of that difference increas-

ing and extending in time from childhood to adulthood—

despite children showing significantly longer response laten-

cies. Finally, children showed increased involvement of dlPFC

relative to adolescents and adults, with an anterior to posterior

shift evidenced with increasing age. Each of these results is

discussed in turn below.

The Constancy of Canonical Oculomotor Regions

Single unit recording, lesion and imaging studies have revealed

contributions from several cortical and subcortical regions to

the generation of voluntary saccades. In particular, previous

studies have indicated that saccadic eye-movements are

controlled by a cortical network that includes FEF, SMA/

preSMA, (lateral) PPC and striatum (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al.

1995; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al. 2004; Brown et al. 2006; Ettinger

et al. 2007). In the present study, each of these regions was

found to show greater activity for correct versus error trials,

and to do so similarly across age groups. We interpret this

finding as reflecting early maturation of core oculomotor

control regions that contribute to correct trial performance.

Few studies have used functional imaging to examine the

development of oculomotor control. In the single prior study

using the AS task to examine the development of oculomotor

control, Luna et al. (2001) observed progressive increases in

activity in canonical eye-movement regions from childhood

through adulthood. This study, however, used blocked meth-

ods, which confound activity associated with correctly and

incorrectly performed trials. Given that the probability of

correct inhibitory responses increases with age, and that

correct trials associate with increased activity relative to error

trials in these regions, the present data effectively predict such

blocked results. In turn, these observations speak to the

desirability of performance matching across age groups when

blocked designs are used, and reaffirm the caution required in

their interpretation. Primarily, however, our results demon-

strate that when eliciting the same response, that is, a correct

or incorrect inhibitory response, the same regions known to

support cognitive control of eye movements are used across

development.

Results in striatum provide a second case in point. The

striatum (caudate nucleus, putamen and nucleus accumbens)

receives inputs from all cortical areas, and projects principally

to frontal regions concerned with motor planning, notably

prefrontal and premotor cortex and SMA, via the thalamus

(Evarts and Wise 1984; Alexander et al. 1986; Herrero et al.

2002). The striatum is known to have an important regulatory

influence on cortex, and putamen and caudate, in particular,

are thought to be involved in motor and eye-movement

initiation and control, as well as playing a role the shifting of

attentional sets and spatial working memory (Middleton and

Strick 2000; Ravizza and Ciranni 2002; Monchi et al. 2006). In

the present study, as hypothesized, robust activity was
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observed in striatum, largely localized to putamen. This result is

in accord with prior reports (e.g., Petit et al. 1993; O’Driscoll

et al. 1995), and is consistent with their characterization of

putamen as a primary striatal target of cortical projections from

the oculomotor circuit. Again, activity was greater for correct

than for error trials, but no age-group effects were observed.

Prior developmental studies examining age-related changes

in striatal activity during inhibitory task performance have

produced mixed results (cf. Bunge et al. 2002; Durston et al.

2002; Booth et al. 2003; Rubia et al. 2006). In Luna et al.’s

(2001) study of developmental change using the AS task,

activity in a large predefined region of striatum including the

head of the caudate, putamen and globus pallidus, was greater

in adults and adolescents as compared with children. Again,

however, this was in conjunction with significant performance

differences across age groups. Other studies examining the

development of inhibitory control have typically used go/no-go

tasks or tasks heavily dependent on resistance to interference,

such as Stroop and flanker tasks. Several of these studies have

used event-related methods. Those using go/no-go tasks

typically identify activity in the caudate body (rather than

putamen) that increases from childhood to adulthood (e.g.,

Durston et al. 2002). Bunge et al.’s (2002) seminal event-related

developmental study, however, reported robust activity in

putamen for adults (but not children) during correct perfor-

mance of incongruent versus neutral trials during flanker task

performance. Yet, the extent to which results such as these are

directly comparable to our own is uncertain, given that

performance of the AS task requires not simply suppression

of a response that is more frequently required in the

experimental context, as for no-go trials, but suppression of

a biologically given prepotent response in concert with

purposefully enacting a response that is incompatible with its

eliciting cue. Flanker and Stroop tasks also differ from the

present task in that they emphasize the ability to inhibit

distracting information, but require responses that are concor-

dant with a given relevant cue or cue dimension. We contend,

therefore, that prior eye-movement studies are the most

satisfactory basis for comparison and that our data provide

compelling preliminary evidence for the early maturation of

both cortical and striatal regions implicated in successful eye-

movement control.

Age-Related Changes in ACC

If activity in core oculomotor regions shows early maturation,

what is the basis for improved performance with age? Our data

support the hypothesis that improvements in error regulation

subserved by dACC, play an important role in age-related

performance enhancement.

ACC and related medial frontal regions have long been the

central focus of research into error and conflict monitoring and

performance adjustment (Carter et al. 1998; Bush et al. 2000;

Taylor et al. 2007). In particular, dACC has been implicated in

performance evaluation and error-related feedback processing

(Carter et al. 1998; Gehring and Fencsik 2001). Several authors

have argued that dorsal and rostral ACC are functionally

dissociable (Devinsky et al. 1995; Polli et al. 2005; Margulies

et al. 2007). Rostral portions of the ACC adjoining and

overlapping with medFG are the proposed source of the error

positivity in electrophysiological work (van Veen and Carter

2002), and are included in the default mode network in theories

derived from fMRI and positron emission tomography research

(Gusnard et al. 2001; Raichle et al. 2001; Greicius et al. 2003).

Indeed, in their study of AS performance in young adults, Polli

et al. (2005) demonstrated that dACC and rACC show temporally

and directionally dissociable responses to correct and error

trials. Specifically, these authors demonstrated that early bilateral

deactivation of rACC was associated with correct trial perfor-

mance, whereas AS errors were associated with late activation of

dACC (as were a subset of voxels in rACC), consistent with

dACC’s putative role in performance evaluation and adjustment.

The present data replicate Polli et al.’s (2005) findings in

adults, and extend them in developmental analyses. In

particular, medFG/rACC showed task induced deactivation at

early stages following trial onset for correct trials, but not for

error trials, and did so similarly in all age groups. This result is

consistent with the notion that deactivation in default mode

regions is a requirement for accurate performance on de-

manding tasks. The absence of age-related effects suggests also

that task induced deactivations may be associated with core

cognitive processes that are in place early in development.

In contrast to findings in medFG/rACC, dACC showed

increased activity for error trials versus correct trials, consis-

tent with Polli et al. (2005) and with an extensive prior

literature (Table 2). What is also demonstrated here is that

differences between error and correct trials increase with age,

and further, peak differences occur at later time points

following trial onset in adults versus younger age groups and

versus peaks observed in canonical oculomotor regions. Polli

et al. and others have argued that such late recruitment in

adults reflects dACC’s contribution to the evaluation of error

responses. Although neither the design employed by Polli et al.

nor our own can definitively place late differential BOLD

activity in dACC for error versus correct trials as occurring

postresponse, our mutual conjecture that this is the case is

supported by other recent studies. For example, Brown et al.

(2006) used a compound trial paradigm permitting separation

of activity associated with preparatory cue presentation and

response cue presentation in the AS task. These authors,

assuming separate modeled hemodynamic response functions

for each trial phase, found increased activity in a region of ACC

that shows considerable overlap with our own dACC region

following response cue but not preparatory cue presentation

on correct AS trials. (Here, incorrectly performed trials were

excluded from analysis). Chevrier et al. (2007) more recently

used a novel analytic technique to demonstrate that error-

related activity in dACC during a stop signal task followed

inhibitory failures, in accord with characterization of the region

as being involved in postresponse monitoring, evaluation, and

adjustment signaling (see also, Ploran et al. 2007). In the

present data set, however, children and adolescents, while

detecting errors at adult rates, failed to show fully mature

Figure 6. Findings of dissociable medFG/rACC and dACC activity across time for correct and error AS trials in each age group. (A) Statistical activation maps displayed on the
partially inflated medial cortical surface of the right hemisphere for correctly performed AS trials (A1), AS errors (A2), and for AS errors—AS correct trials (A3) for adults at time
points 6, 7, and 8. (B and C) Similarly arranged for adolescents and children. The approximate location of medFG/rACC is circled in green and dACC in blue. We note that effects in
the left hemisphere paralleled those depicted in the right.
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responses of this sort. Indeed, our results are in accord with

proposals emphasizing the monitoring and evaluation functions

of ACC (e.g., Kerns et al. 2004; Suchan et al. 2007), rather than

error or conflict ‘‘detection’’ per se. Although children and

adolescents appear fully mature in their ability to recognize

when they have made an error (as indicated by their correction

rates), activity in dACC in these age groups differed from that in

adults. To the extent that dACC provides a signal that can

inform subsequent task performance, as a growing body of

work indicates it does (for a review, see Ridderinkhof et al.

2004), our data suggest that the performance of children and

adolescents receives less support from such feedback signaling,

and hence implicates immature error regulation and error-

feedback utilization as a source of performance decrements in

younger age groups.

Activity in Frontal Cortex is Age Dependent

A considerable source of debate is the relative involvement of

prefrontal cortex across development in controlled task

performance. Several developmental studies have reported

increased frontal activation in adults compared with children

during tasks requiring inhibitory control (e.g., Rubia et al. 2000;

Adleman et al. 2002; Bunge et al. 2002; Marsh et al. 2006; Rubia

et al. 2007). These observations support a maturational

hypothesis of brain function where brain regions thought to

mature late are also brain regions that increase in function with

age. Yet, other developmental imaging studies of inhibitory

control have found increased frontal activation in children and

adolescents compared with adults, interpreted as reflecting

more diffuse and less specialized prefrontal function in younger

age groups (e.g., Casey et al. 1997; Durston et al. 2002; Booth

et al. 2003). Still other studies have identified different

developmental effects in multiple prefrontal regions, such as

decreased activity with increasing age in inferior frontal gyrus

coupled with increased activity in middle frontal gyrus during

tests of inhibitory control (Tamm et al. 2002). Further, studies

examining different age ranges have revealed nonlinear de-

velopmental changes, such as increases from childhood to

Figure 7. Exploratory statistical images showing voxels that were differentially activated across age groups. (A1, B1, and C1) Voxels where time courses of activity for correctly
performed AS trials differed for adults versus children, adolescents versus children, and adults versus adolescents, respectively. (A2, B2, and C2) Voxels where, across paired age
groups, time courses differed for AS errors. Because these maps are based on ANOVA (i.e., are (F)z-statistical images), the direction of effects is not indicated. (D--F) (t)z-
statistical images assessing the extent to which the estimated level of activity at time point 6 (at 7.5 s following trial onset) for correct and error trials, for each age group,
differed from the baseline constant term. Time point 6 was selected as the most representative point of peak activity across the whole brain. No corrections were applied. The
minimal threshold was arbitrarily set to z5 ±0.1 to allow visualization of a relatively ‘‘complete’’ data set showing the direction of effects. (D1, E1, and F1) Effects for correct AS
trials for adults, adolescents and children, respectively. (D2, E2, and F2) Effects for AS error trials. Arrows highlight activity in dlPFC.
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adolescence in middle frontal gyrus, followed by decreases to

adulthood (Luna et al. 2001).

In the present study, activity observed in regions of

prefrontal cortex was very broadly in accord with a ‘‘diffuse

to specialized’’ hypothesis, though nonlinear trajectories and

differing developmental patterns across regions were also

readily evident (e.g., in [superior] medial frontal and inferior

frontal cortex). However, basing our comments on effects

observed in the a priori selected region of right dlPFC and in

regions that were unbiased with respect to age-group effects,

the absolute magnitude of BOLD responses in prefrontal

cortex was typically increased in children relative to adoles-

cents and adults. (Here we exclude canonical oculomotor

regions and medFG/rACC). Further, this association most often

held for both correct and error trials. Similar to adult studies

showing increased activity in prefrontal cortex with increased

task difficulty (e.g., Velanova et al. 2003; Wheeler and Buckner

2003; Geier et al. 2007), the present results could reflect the

additional recruitment in younger subjects of task-general

frontal control systems that permit, for example, improved task

focus or that reflect additional processing required to manage

task performance independent of trial accuracy. In particular

we suggest that such additional processing in dlPFC might

reflect ‘‘compensatory’’ control exerted to overcome ineffi-

ciency in the biasing of response pathways suitable for

inhibiting a prepotent response.

Maturational Shift

Our results show that rather than using prefrontal cortex,

adults increasingly engage regions that are supplemental to

core regions known to support cognitive control. Although

adults showed relatively decreased prefrontal activity, partic-

ularly in dorsolateral regions, they showed increased activity in

occipital and parietal regions beyond postcentral gyrus (see

Table 3 and Fig. 7, lower panels). This anterior to posterior shift

with age implies a transition from reliance on task-general

frontal systems to reliance on a more widely distributed

circuitry that includes posterior attentional systems. These

results accord with evidence of brain maturational events

that continue into adolescence including synaptic pruning

(Huttenlocher 1990; Huttenlocher and Dabholkar 1997) and

myelination (Jernigan et al. 1991; Pfefferbaum et al. 1994)

which both enhance computational abilities in local circuits

and permit the integration of distributed neural systems.

Developmental reductions in gray matter also continue

through adolescence in cortical association areas, notably in

frontal and temporal regions (Gogtay et al. 2004; Toga et al.

2006) and improvements in white matter integrity extend from

frontal to parietal regions (Olesen et al. 2003). Finally these

results are in accord with recent resting state functional

connectivity results (Fair et al. 2007) demonstrating increases

in long-range functional connectivity from childhood through

adulthood particularly from dlPFC to PPC, simultaneous with

decreases in short range connections, notably from anterior

prefrontal cortex to dlPFC, that effectively segregated 2

putative control networks; 1 dominated by dACC and frontal

operculum, and the other a frontoparietal network.

Thus, taken together our results support the hypothesis that

developmental improvements in inhibitory control are sup-

ported both by enhancement of ACC’s error-regulatory func-

tions and by the recruitment of a more widely distributed

circuitry that enables attentional and sensory regions, in addition

to prefrontal executive regions, to assist with inhibitory control.
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